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“Not only will I take good care of you, I’ll do my best to give you the entire 
world! 

“Just say yes, Mandy! 

“Even if you don’t want to marry me, at least be my girlfriend!” 

Silas John showed a sincere look. Along with the face reconstructed through 
plastic surgery, he looked like he was the male lead of a drama series. 

Mandy Zimmer frowned after seeing the sight. She was shocked that her 
business partner would suddenly do something like this. 

After being dead silent for a moment, Mandy heaved a sigh. 

“I’m sorry, Young Master John. You’re too kind… 

“But I only have Harvey in my heart. Nobody else. 

“I’m grateful for what you did for me. 

“I’ll get you more benefits for our cooperation. Don’t worry. You won’t be 
maltreated. 

“Thank you for saving me from Anthony as well… 

“But gratitude and feelings are two different things! 

“I’ll do my best to repay the favor if there’s an opportunity… 

Mandy sighed. 

“That said, feeling can’t be forced. 

“It never ends up well.” 

After hearing Mandy’s words, Silas’ eyes showed a cold glare. 



Other than taking revenge against Harvey York, he was also aiming at the 
resources of Mandy’s family. 

That was why he became all polite after taking advantage of so many people 
for the longest time. 

In reality, he had been dying to press Mandy down on the bed. 

He was showing a gloomy look on his face after being rejected. 

He furiously hopped out of his chair before pushing Mandy down! 

In his mind, an innocent woman like Mandy would have no choice but to 
accept her fate after getting taken advantage of! 

Not only was this a good chance for him to rise to power, he would finally be 
able to exact his revenge. 

At this very moment, Mandy could see the greed in Silas’ eyes. 

“Calm down, Young Master John… I can get my friend…” 

Before Mandy was even done talking, Silas furiously pounced forward. 

She instinctively dodged to the side. 

“Don’t do this, Silas!” screamed Mandy. 

“We’re just friends! 

“We won’t even be friends if you press further!” 

If it were anybody else, Mandy would have already slapped them aside. 

But after thinking that Silas was her savior, she suddenly could not bear 
herself to do it. 

Silas’ eyes lit up when he saw Mandy still being so gentle toward him. He 
realized he still had a chance for Mandy to fall for him. 

It would be extremely refreshing for him to just go on her, but it would be 
torturing if Mandy was the one who decided to be with him. That would be the 
best way for Harvey to suffer. 



Silas quickly calmed himself down before taking a deep breath, showing a 
gentle look once again. 

“I’m sorry, Mandy! I was being rash! 

“You’re just gorgeous. I really couldn’t hold myself back… 

“Give me a chance! Please forgive me….” [Fast update on daotranslate.com] 

Bam! 

The door behind Silas was suddenly kicked down when he put up an 
affectionate front. 
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Along with a loud bang, Harvey York was seen walking inside. 

“Don’t you know that you’ll get beaten up if you say those things to a woman 
with a husband?” he coldly exclaimed. 

“Don’t, Harvey…” 

Mandy Zimmer froze before she spoke. 

She was afraid Harvey would hurt her savior. 

Harvey saw Mandy’s worried expression before glancing back at Silas John. 

“Since Mandy’s still in one piece, I’ll let you off the hook. 



“There will be no next time.” 

“Do you think so?” 

Silas was not intimidated by Harvey’s threats at all. He believed that Harvey 
would not dare to lash out in a place like this. 

“You’ve been acting pretty cocky on the cruise, right?!” whispered Silas after 
sizing up Harvey. 

“You’re not coming at me when I was just about to go at your wife?! 

“What? You’re scared she’ll start pitying me before she finally falls in love? 

“Don’t worry! 

“I’ll make sure of that! 

“Not only will I sleep with your damn wife, I’ll get her to do it willingly! 

“When that happens, I’ll make you understand true torture!” 

Then, Silas backed off with a provocative expression. 

“Help me care for Mandy until I marry her, Harvey! 

“If anything happens to her, I’ll come straight for you!” 

Slap! 

Harvey stepped forward before slapping Silas to the ground. 

“Do you really think that I won’t touch you? 

“When did you get the right to care for my wife?” 

Silas’ head was spinning nonstop. He never thought that Harvey would 
actually do something like this in front of Mandy. 

He stumbled off the ground while covering his wretched-looking face. 

“Mandy’s mine! You can never change that! 



“Don’t think you can stop me from loving Mandy just because you hit me! 

“I’ll still love her even if you kill me right now!” 

Naturally, Silas knew exactly how to endure the humiliation to accomplish his 
mission. 

Even after getting hit, he still was not planning to fight back. 

He knew he was no match against Harvey, so he wanted to exploit the 
situation to gain Mandy’s sympathy. 

Slap! 

Harvey swung the back of his palm across Silas’ face without hesitation. 

Silas was sent flying before smashing right into a coffee table. The entire 
place was a big mess. 

Mandy knew Harvey was enraged because of Silas’ actions, but she still 
dragged him back to prevent him from causing more damage. 

“Enough, Harvey. 

“You’ll be in trouble if you actually hurt him. 

“The John family isn’t someone you can just go against.” 

Harvey smiled. 

“It’s fine. The top ten families mean nothing.” 

Mandy looked confused. 

“Do it for me, Harvey,” she said quietly. [Fast update on daotranslate.com] 

“Silas was wrong for this, but he did save my life. 

“If it weren’t for him, I would’ve already been taken advantage of…” 

Harvey let out a scoff before playfully sizing up Silas. 

“You’re pretty damn shameless, aren’t you?” 
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Creak! 

At this very moment, the door was pushed aside. 

Simon Zimmer, Lilian Yates, and Alma John showed up together. 

Maya Lee was behind them with two bags in her hands. 

The moment she saw Harvey, she instantly showed an awkward look. 

Alma came to her senses first when she saw the chaos. 

“What are you doing, Harvey?!” she furiously exclaimed, rushing forward 
before lifting Silas John. 

“My brother’s just here to visit Mandy! How dare you hit him like this?! 

“Even if you’re jealous, this is no ground for you to do this! 

“You and Mandy are divorced! 

“Even if you’re still the live-in son-in-law, you have no right to get jealous! 

“If you’re that impressive, why didn’t you save Mandy then? I didn’t see you 
beating up Anthony like this!” 

Lilian frowned. 

“What are you trying to do here, Harvey?!” 

she coldly exclaimed. 

“I told you! Unless you make Mandy the head of the Jean family, I won’t agree 
to the remarriage! 



“You’re already kicked out of the house! 

What right do you have to show up here?! 

“How dare you do this to Mandy’s savior?! 

“Do you want to die or something?!” 

Simon showed a bitter look on his face before he coldly scoffed. He was 
utterly disgusted by Harvey’s actions. 

Mandy quickly tried to diffuse the situation. 

“Harvey didn’t mean it… 

“Besides, he didn’t know about the incident anyway. If he did…” 

“If? You think that word means anything in this world?” 

Lilian was utterly enraged. 

“If it weren’t for Young Master John, you would’ve ended in a horrible state! 
Don’t you understand that?! 

“You’re just going to let that filth hit your savior like that?! 

“What’s the point of even raising you at this point?! How can you be this 
ungrateful ?!” 

“It’s all in the past, Aunty. There’s no need to talk about that anymore,” said 
Silas, covering his face. 

“As long as Mandy’s happy, I can…” 

“You can what? 

Harvey understood what had happened when he glanced at Silas. 

“You can tell everyone that you saved Mandy at the Royal Clubhouse and 
crippled Anthony?” 

Lilian was boiling with anger even before Silas could say a word. 



“How shameless can you get?! 

“You’re telling me that a filth like you saved Mandy?! 

“How far can you go to embarrass yourself like this?!” 

“I was the one who saved Mandy. There’s no doubt about that,” said Harvey 
calmly. 

“You? 

Simon scoffed. 

“You better show some proof if you’re saying things like that. You can’t just 
take back your words after all.” 

Mandy tugged Harvey’s hand. 

“Forget it, Harvey. Just let it go. 

“We don’t have to talk about it either. I’ll be careful when I’m doing business.” 

Alma coldly chuckled after seeing Mandy trying to bury the hatchet. 

“We don’t have to talk about the Royal Clubhouse, for Mandy’s sake! [Fast 
update on daotranslate.com] 

“If not, you wouldn’t even get to hide from the entire situation!” 

After hearing those words, Silas showed a playful expression as he looked at 
Harvey. 
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“I won’t blame you since Mandy’s still in one piece, Harvey… 



“But you better not push it! 

“You’d do anything out of jealousy!” 

A righteous look was showing on Lilian Yates ‘face. 

“No matter how capable you are, do you think you’re actually better than 
Young Master John? 

“Apologize to him right now, and we’ll consider it done! 

“If not, don’t even show up in front of my face ever again!” 

“We’re giving you enough respect! You better know what’s good for yourself!” 

exclaimed Simon Zimmer coldly. 

Harvey could not be bothered to respond to the couple. 

“Do you also trust that this useless filth can actually save you?” asked Harvey 
York while looking at Mandy Zimmer. 

“Do you really?” 

Mandy hesitated. Her logic told her it would be child’s play for Harvey to save 
her… 

But all the proof was already there. At this point, it would be hard for him to try 
stealing the credit. 

Harvey knew that Mandy was also fooled by Silas after seeing the look on her 
face. 

“Get in here, Maya!” 

Maya Lee stayed behind Lilian and the others before she hid outside when 
she saw Harvey in the room. 

She hesitated for a moment before finally walking inside. 

“Sir York.” 

“Perfect timing! 



Alma walked beside Maya, as if she was protecting her. 

“Tell everyone here what you saw! 

“Did my brother sacrifice everything just to save Mandy from Anthony’s 
hands? 

“You called Harvey, but he didn’t pick up! 

That was why you had no choice but to call for Silas, right?! 

“My brother showed up instantly afterward! 

“He even brought Mandy back! 

“Say it, Maya!” 

Alma deliberately glared at Harvey. 

“Just tell us the truth, Maya! I’ll stand with you if anything happens!” Lilian 
coldly exclaimed while looking at Maya. 

Mandy held Harvey’s hand, afraid that he would be disrespected again. 

“Talk!” exclaimed Harvey coldly toward Maya. 

“Tell us everything you know.” 

Maya’s eyes kept twitching while she gritted her teeth. 

“The person who saved CEO Zimmer that night was… Young Master John… 

“He saved her. 

“I called Sir York first, but he didn’t pick up …..” 

Maya raised her head. As soon as she locked eyes with Harvey, she quickly 
stepped back like a scared cat. 

Everyone was dead silent. 

Silas and Alma were showing playful glares as they looked at Harvey. 



Mandy let out a sigh. She tried her best to keep Harvey’s dignity, but 
everything still turned out this way. 

Lilian and Simon were filled with disdain . 

They believed that Harvey was shameless enough to say anything just for the 
sake of him remarrying Mandy. 

Harvey froze. He was not mad at all. [Fast update on daotranslate.com] 

He took a step forward before sizing up Maya with a smile. 

“I didn’t expect that you’d do something like this…” 
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Maya Lee’s face had completely lost all color as she kept retreating. She 
finally bumped into a wall when she gritted her teeth, speechless. 

“I don’t blame you for this. 

“You suffered a lot for Mandy that night. You were completely beaten up. You 
also almost got taken away by mistake. 

“That’s why I forgive you. 

“That said, Mandy and I don’t owe you anything anymore. 

“I believe the John family has given you enough.” 

Harvey York was not angry, nor was he insulting Maya, but every single word 
cut into her heart like razors. 

Silas John quickly gave Alma John a look after seeing Maya was on the verge 
of collapse. 



“Stop trying to warp the truth, Harvey!” she exclaimed after stepping forward. 

“Maya was involved in the situation! My brother’s the one who saved Mandy! 
She said so! 

“You can’t protect Mandy, but my brother does!” 

Lilian Yates let out a cold chuckle. 

“I can finally see your true colors, Harvey! 

“You wish everything turned out your way! 

“I thought you were at least capable! 

“But it looks like I was right after all! If you really had any ability, you wouldn’t 
have to be the family’s live-in son-in-law in the first place! 

“Tch!” 

Mandy frowned. 

She could tell that there was something up with Maya, but Silas was just too 
good at hiding his intentions. 

She did not believe Silas would bribe Maya just to take the credit. 

Right when Mandy was about to ask questions, Silas coldly chuckled before 
stepping forward. 

“There’s something I forgot to tell you, Mandy! 

“I took a few pictures some time ago! I didn’t want to ruin your relationship 
with Harvey because of this at first… 

“But after seeing him being this shameless, I feel like I should do just that! 

“This is the best decision!” 

Then, Silas pulled out a picture before slamming it on the coffee table. 

Kairi Patel and Harvey were lovingly wrapping their arm around each other. 



Mandy’s body quivered before her face turned pale as a ghost. 

She did not think the two would be together again, let alone act this lovey -
dovey with each other. 

Lilian took a peek before she burst out in anger. 

“How dare you do this, you b*stard?! 

“My daughter isn’t enough for you?! You had to look for another woman to 
cling to?! 

“Do you want to die?!” 

“Maybe I was wrong, Aunty, but I do think that Harvey’s in the wrong…” said 
Silas with a bitter expression. 

“If he does love Mandy, he should only be giving her this kind of affection! 

“This is just shameless…” 

Alma coldly chuckled. 

“That’s right! He can’t even cling to just one person! 

“You’re not just a two-timing b*stard… 

“You’re a sc*mbag! [Fast update on daotranslate.com] 

“You should just break things off with Harvey now, Mandy! 

“There’s no hope for this kind of people anyway!” 

Mandy showed a gloomy look when he looked at Harvey. 

“You should leave, Harvey,” she said after heaving a sigh. 

“I don’t want to see you for now…” 
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Harvey chuckled. 

“You’d rather trust an outsider than me?” 

“Trust you? How am I supposed to do that?” 

Mandy sneered. 

She shot Harvey a glare of daggers. 

“The picture’s right in front of me!” 

“My secretary even told me the truth!” 

“How do you want me to trust you?” 

“Harvey York…” 

“I trusted you too much!” 

Before Harvey could say anything, a seri knocks on the door took his 
attention. 

Several grim-looking inspectors entered. 

Everyone instinctively turned to look. 

The inspector in the lead had two badges pinned on his shoulder. 

“Hello,” he said. “We’re from the Golden Sands Police Station. Here are our 
credentials.” 

Lilian stared at them with narrowed eyes, quick to realize they were just a 
bunch of nobodies. 

“Is there something wrong?” she asked. 

“We’ve already talked about Anthony last night, haven’t we?” 



“That’s right! We told you everything we know,” Simon exclaimed. 

“What’s the matter?” 

The inspector gazed coldly at them. 

“This is a different matter.” 

“Anthony will pay for his crimes, yes.’ 

“However, hurting bystanders and giving him a concussion is a serious crime.” 

“Another thing. The body of Anthony’s brother, Marlon, was found.” 

“We suspect that the person who saved Mandy was the same person who 
killed him.” 

“We need Mr. John to come back with us for the investigation.” 

At that, Silas’s expression changed immediately. 

“The investigation?” 

Lilian glared at the inspectors. 

“Even if Marlon’s dead, he deserved it!” she screamed. 

“Anthony’s concussion has nothing to do with us, either!” 

“We haven’t signed the letter of understanding yet. We haven’t even told them 
our conditions!” 

“You want us to cooperate with the investigation? Hah! What a joke!” 

Alma joined in and screeched righteously, That’s right! My brother’s a hero! 
He was only standing up for the right thing.” 

“If what he did was wrong, who would try to save others?” 

“We didn’t question the police for being so useless, but you’re here to arrest 
the good guy?” 

“How shameless can you be?” 



“Is this how you work?” 

“I’ll sue you! I’ll sue the government for being so useless!” 

“The John family definitely has the ability to do that!” 

Alma brought up her family’s status to intimidate the inspectors and teach 
them a lesson. 

Contrary to her expectations, the inspectors didn’t seem afraid at all. 

“You can sue us all you want,” the leader inspector said sternly. 

“I can guarantee you, the case will be dealt with according to the law.” 

“That said, Anthony’s concussion and Marlon’s death are still involved.” 

“Even the chairman of Blazer Estate and his son were murdered.” 

“This is a serious crime!” [Fast update on daotranslate.com] 

“We suspect that Silas John is involved.” 

“Thus, he needs to come with us immediately.” 

“Don’t try to stop us!” 

“If you do, you’ll be charged with obstruction of justice!” 
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Alma froze. 



“Marlon’s dead?” she asked in a trembling voice. “Ronnie and his father, too?” 

The inspector smiled. 

“That’s right.” 

“We suspect that the person who heavily injured Anthony is also involved in 
these incidents.” 

“Don’t worry, we won’t accuse anyone without solid proof.” 

“Though we’re requesting you to cooperate with the investigation, it doesn’t 
mean you’re guilty of anything. 

Silas squinted at the inspector. “Have you really figured out who the murderer 
was?” 

He was certain the police shouldn’t be going against him in the first place. 

After all, based on Anthony’s testimony, it should’ve been clear that Silas 
wasn’t involved. 

He couldn’t figure out who had so much power to make the police forget about 
all the evidence and shift all blame toward him. 

‘Is Harvey really powerful enough to clear the accusations on him?’ 

‘Is that why I’m being blamed when I’m trying to take his credit?’ 

The thought came to Silas’s mind, but he immediately squashed it a second 
later. 

Harvey was a fierce man, but the Braff family had total control over the police 
and the government. 

The Braffs were also honest and just. How could Harvey actually ask Soren to 
wipe away all his traces? 

The inspector looked politely at Silas, who appeared puzzled. 

“I know this is hard for you, Young Master John.” 

“But we do need you to come back with us.” 



“Both Ms. Zimmer and Maya’s testimonials state that you were the one who 
rushed into the Royal Clubhouse and beat up Anthony until he had a 
concussion.” 

“With your power, it seems plausible that you got someone to kill Ronnie and 
Raylan so Anthony wouldn’t be able to take revenge against you.” 

“Even so, these are just speculations. We need you to figure out how 
everything actually went.” 

“Just go with them, Young Master John,” Lilian said. Of course, she had no 
idea just how serious the case was. 

“We’ll testify for you!” she added eagerly. 

“You were forced to hurt Anthony!” 

“You had to save Mandy!” 

“Self-defense is expected, anyway!” 

“You’d never hire someone to murder people!” 

“Maya will help you. You’ll be fine! Your hand was forced!” 

“We’ll get you the best lawyer, too!” 

“More importantly, you’re a young master of the John family. Who’d dare 
make you take such huge blame anyway?” 

Lilian and Simon kept running their mouths, as if the police had nothing to 
incriminate Silas with. Silas’s eyes twitched frantically after hearing those 
words. 

Only he understood that his position in the family wasn’t actually that 
prominent. The John family would never go against the Braff family for a small 
fry like him. 

More importantly, Ronnie and Raylan were supported by someone more 
powerful. 

If word were to spread that Silas was the one who got them both killed, 
nobody would be able to save him! 



“Shut up! Shut up!” [Fast update on daotranslate.com] 

Alma realized the severity of the situation. 

“What are the chances of my brother being convicted?” 
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The inspector looked at Alma’s pretty face and hesitated. 

“According to Anthony’s testimony, the person who gave him a concussion is 
the same person who took out his brother.” 

“And because Anthony’s nerves are injured, he’s completely blind. 

“That said, he’s still fine.” 

“In any case, we have all the evidence we need.” 

“Judging from the jaw’s sentences, Silas will most likely be executed by 
gunshot.” 

“My condolences. You should prepare for the worse.” 

The inspector sighed. 

The hero went to save a damsel in distress, yet this was the outcome. How 
miserable! 

‘Anthony’s blind?!’ 

‘The person who gave him a concussion was also the one who killed 
Marlon?!’ 

‘There’s enough evidence!’ 



‘My brother will be executed!’ 

Alma was beside herself with shock. 

‘We’re finished…!’ 

‘We’re done for!’ 

‘Who knew stealing Harvey’s credit would turn out like this?!’ 

“Come, men!” the inspector said. Take him away!” 

The inspector waved his hand, signaling for the others to handcuff Silas, who 
was frozen in place. 

“This is just a misunderstanding, Inspector ! I swear!” Alma screamed. 

She soon came to her senses and she rushed toward her brother. 

“My brother didn’t save Mandy…” 

Simon and Lilian froze. 

“It wasn’t Young Master John?” 

“No! It wasn’t!” Alma shook her head furiously. 

“It wasn’t him! It was Harvey! Harvey did it!” 

“Harvey gave Anthony the concussion!” 

“Maya! Tell the inspectors that you lied in your testimony!” 

“We gave you seven hundred and thirty thousand dollars so you’d lie!” 

“My brother’s a prominent figure! There’s no way he’d take the blame for what 
Harvey did!” 

“What a joke!” 

Maya froze. She didn’t think that things would turn out this way. 



She finally managed to win against her guilt and took the hush money, and yet 
this was how everything ended up. 

‘Harvey saved me?’ 

Mandy finally came to her senses after witnessing the chaos. It was Harvey 
who saved her after all. 

Lilian and Simon revealed similar ugly expressions. 

‘How?’ 

‘How can it be Harvey?’ 

They had been acting so righteously about the situation. How were they 
supposed to keep their chin up after this? 

The inspector frowned. 

“Why would you lie about the testimony?” 

“Don’t you understand that this is a serious offense?” 

“I was blinded, Inspector!” Silas exclaimed, panicking. 

“I wanted to take credit so I can have Mandy’s heart!” 

“I was wrong! Please let me go!” 

“Don’t tell anyone that I saved her! It isn’t true!” 

“I’ll die for this!” 

“Just catch Harvey!” 

“Take him out of here already!” 

“He’s the culprit!” 

“Take him away!” 

The inspectors looked at Harvey, hesitantly. 



“Were you the one who gave Anthony a concussion, Mr. York?” 

“That’s right,” Harvey replied calmly. 

“That said, you should give Mr. Soren a call first.” 

“If there’s something else, then I’ll cooperate with your investigation.” 

“Understood.” [Fast update on daotranslate.com] 

Naturally, the inspectors knew that Harvey was the one who saved Watson. 
One of them made a quick call before taking Harvey away respectfully for his 
testimony. 

Of course, everyone was shocked to see such a difference in the inspectors’ 
attitude. 
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After seeing Harvey leave, Silas and Alma stumbled their way out of the room. 

At this point, their pride was completely tarnished. 

They were here to take credit, but they had no choice but to give it away 
again. 

No matter how shameless Silas was, he couldn’t bear to stay. 

Mandy sat blankly on the bed with a face filled with regret. 

She regretted not trusting Harvey completely. 

At the same time, she was afraid that Harvey actually killed someone for her 
sake. 



Even though Harvey was escorted out of the room politely, they were still the 
police. 

“You need to get it together, Mandy!” 

“You got saved by that savage once, but you’re already this grateful?” 

Lilian felt annoyed after seeing her daughter in low spirits. 

“A live-in son-in-law like him has no right to make you like this!” 

“If it were up to me, you should be thinking of ways to be married into a 
wealthy family by now!” 

“That way, you wouldn’t be suffering in the Jean family.” 

“Look at the ninth branch! Other than getting taken advantage of, you’re not 
getting any real benefits.” 

Lilian’s words annoyed Mandy greatly. 

“That’s not it, Mother,” she snapped. 

“Harvey treats me well.” 

“So what?” 

Lilian laughed. 

“From South Light, Buckwood, Mordu, Flutwell, then Golden Sands…” 

“You said he’s been treating you well, but think closely. Have you ever gotten 
anything from that man?” 

“Does he even respect me in the first place?” 

“He said he’s a rich man in Flutwell, but I don’t see him giving me all of his 
assets!” 

“Other than ruining your business every single time, what else can he even 
do?” 



“Let me tell you something! He stopped you from marrying both Young Master 
Bauer, then tried stopping you from getting together with Young Master John.” 

The inspectors managed to expose the truth, but this was no different than 
tarnishing Lilian’s pride. 

Her plans to force Mandy into a wealthy family were ruined as well. 

She was filled with nothing but rage and embarrassment. 

She scorned Harvey completely. 

“How dare Harvey?!” 

“He hurt people!” 

“Not only did he keep quiet the entire time, but he even tried making Young 
Master John take the blame!” 

“If there wasn’t enough evidence, he would’ve been shot to death!” 

“Harvey’s just heinous!” 

Right or wrong never mattered for Lilian. 

The important thing was to fulfill her dreams by getting Mandy and Silas 
together. 

“You…” 

Simon hesitated. 

“You’re being a little unreasonable, don’t you think?” 

“Silas tried to steal the credit and distorted the truth.” 

“Harvey told us about it too, but we didn’t believe him. Why is this his fault?” 

“Besides, the police took him away. We don’t even know if he’s coming back 
out.” 

“It’s inappropriate for us to slander him behind his back, don’t you think?” 



“At the end of the day, we owe him an apology…” 

“Apology? Why?” Lilian screeched. 

“We shouldn’t apologize to a murderer!” [Fast update on daotranslate.com] 

“He has no right!” 

“He’s not worthy!” 
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“Silas tried to take credit for Mandy’s sake, anyway.” 

“He loves her too much.” 

“It’s only natural!” 

Lilian shamelessly stood up for Silas. 

“In this day and age, not a lot of men would sacrifice everything for the sake of 
a woman.” 

“In my eyes, he’s the best man of them all!” 

“He’d rather go against everyone in the entire world than the one he loves!” 

“He’s a rare treasure!” 

Naturally, Lilian would say anything just to get Mandy with Silas. 

She twisted Silas’s humiliation and shame into something beautiful, turning 
him into a romanticist trying to impress his beloved. 



Simon was rendered speechless by her audacity. It was his first time thinking 
that his wife was unreasonable beyond hope. 

Lilian, thinking that she had convinced Simon, glanced smugly at Mandy. 

“If it were up to me, you should be looking for an opportunity to be with Young 
Master John!” 

“Not only will you get rid of Harvey if you marry him, but you’ll have the John 
family’s support too.” 

“The ninth branch will become the best of the Jean family!” 

“You’ll become the head of the family soon after!” 

Mandy was very much irritated. 

“Enough, Mother! I won’t marry him, no matter what!” 

“I have no feelings for him!” 

“Feelings?” 

Lilian scoffed. 

“How old do you think you are?” 

“What’s the point of feelings at this point?” 

“Let me tell you something! In the present, money is everything!” 

Lilian finally revealed her intentions, hoping that her daughter would oblige 
and do as she said. 

“Can you stop already, Mother?!” Mandy growled. 

She was frowning, upset. 

“I don’t need you to tell me what to do! I’ll handle this myself!” 

“My business with Harvey has nothing to do with you.” 



Lilian wanted to rebuke Mandy more, but she understood the kind of person 
her daughter was. 

If this continued, Mandy would probably go down her own path to the bitter 
end. 

“Fine. Get discharged first then.” 

“Deal with the contracts you have right now.” 

“Even if you don’t meet Young Master John again, at least you’ll keep your 
business afloat.” 

Lilian wanted to get the two together through Mandy’s business. 

Sooner or later, the time would come. 

Mandy had no idea what her mother was thinking. She took her car keys and 
packed her belongings, and casually walked out of the hospital. 

She wondered if Harvey was doing fine at the police station… 

At the Golden Sands Police Station, Harvey was seated inside the 
interrogation room while drinking a cup of tea given by Soren. 

Soren was in front of him while he sipped his tea. 

“I apologize about this, Sir York.” 

“I didn’t expect my subordinates to drag you here like this.” 

“That said, Silas must have a death wish for trying to steal your credit.” 

“Should we bring him in as well and teach him a good lesson?” 

Soren’s face was fierce. Naturally, he knew everything that had happened. 

Harvey smiled. [Fast update on daotranslate.com] 

“You’re the director. At least act the part.” 

“Do I look like someone who abuses my authority?” 
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